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            Participating People 


	
			

			The Participating People report, in collaboration with Carnegie UK Trust, is the culmination of a series of consultations known as The People's Conversation, which examined the barriers to actively participating in society in Ireland. This project has seen hundreds of people take part in engaged discussions about what needs to change to create a truly inclusive and participative Ireland, and has resulted in the publication of four influential reports: Citizens Rising, Money Matters, A Two-Way Street and Powering Civil Society.


			This final report draws together the thinking from all of this work and presents a blueprint of actions to support a more inclusive Ireland with a vision for a more enabling state. It focuses on active citizenship and how citizens can proactively help to shape the society around them. The report comes at a time where active participation is more vital than ever. In recent years in particular, we have seen the power of ordinary people shaping the society we live in.


			Read the full report


			Read about the report launch here.

			




Active citizenship is quite simply doing anything to express values or to achieve something for the common good. 


Anyone in Ireland, regardless of nationality or residency status, can be an ‘active citizen’, and that is how we in The Wheel understand ‘citizenship’. Active citizenship can be done individually, but more often it is about collective activity and working together as part of community organisations. The state recognised the importance of volunteering and active citizenship in its 2009 report of the Task Force on Active Citizenship.


That report defined active citizenship as being about “engagement, participation in society and valuing contributions made by individuals, whether they are employed or outside the traditional workforce”. The report notes that “in practical terms, engagement and participation may mean membership of a residents’ association or political party or lobby group, or volunteering to help out in a local sports club, or caring for a family member or neighbour, or simply being active and caring about the local neighbourhood, the environment as well as larger global and national issues”.


However, active citizenship is about more than just volunteering time to local organized community initiatives. It is as much about people being empowered to participate in democratic decision-making. Nevertheless, a person’s ability to be an active citizen is not always guaranteed. Some people are better able to participate than others are, so redressing economic, social and political power inequalities across Irish society is required to foster meaningful active citizenship.


Addressing such power imbalances must start with ensuring (as argued by the Vincentian Partnership for Social Justice) that all people enjoy a minimum essential standard of living and, (as we argue in our report Money Matters), have an income sufficient to live with dignity. But even when people are materially able to participate, much more needs to be done to ensure people can meaningfully participate in our democracy.


The Government has established Public Participation Networks (PPNs) in all local authorities to provide opportunities for people to shape developments in their local authority area. We believe that such participatory governance processes and structures are needed across all public services if people are to fully participate in democratic decision-making. We believe its time now for Government to establish a set of rules and guidelines for all public authorities and state agencies, to clearly set out how they should engage with citizens and civil society organisations. Such a Participatory Governance Framework would empower people, singly and through organisations they are affiliated with, to be active citizens who participate directly in deliberations around public services and public policy generally. 


At the same time, there is a clear onus on civil society organisations to do more to encourage and empower people to be active citizens by modelling democratic and transparent and accountable practice in their own day to day activities.


What Are We Working On?




Enabling Citizens


      
  




              

  
    
  




              


  
    
            
  
      
            

  The video provider requires that you accept marketing and statistics cookies in order to view this video.








      
  


      
  




        
              

  
    
            Download the Enabling Citizens series - Money Matters, A Two-Way Street and Powering Civil Society as well as the final report Citizens Rising


Money Matters


A Two-Way Street


Powering Civil Society


Citizens Rising





      
  




              

  
    
  




              

  
    
  




          

  

    
            
    
  
    
      
      
              


  
  



        

    

  
          
            Become a Member of The Wheel

      
                  
            Providing practical supports and services, join our network of people powered change today.


      
              


  

  
          


              
        
      

      




  



        

    

  
          
            Fresh Funding for Your Nonprofit

      
                  
            Subscribe to Fundingpoint, Ireland's largest database of funding opportunities.


      
              


  

  
          


              
        
      

      




  



        

    

  
          
            Sign Up for The Wheel's Newsletters

      
                  
            Funding updates, sector news and training opportunities direct to your inbox.


      
              


  

  
          


              
        
      

      









              


  

  
  
  
  
  
  
      
      
          




  
    
          Communications & Marketing
      

    
      
      Summit 2024


      
                
                                  29 May 2024
              

        
  
    County

              Dublin

          


            This year's Summit will take you on a journey of reflection and exploration. We'll delve into the role of the sector in shaping the recent past, fostering innovation, and driving positive social change into the future. 


      
    Learn More ▸
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      Webinar Series: Unveiling the Impact - Fostering Emotional Intelligence in the Hybrid Workplace 


      
                
                                  5 Apr 2024
              

        
            In our upcoming webinar, "Unveiling the Impact: Consequences of Low Emotional Intelligence within the Hybrid Workplace," we embark on a crucial exploration of the intersection between emotional intelligence and the evolving hybrid work landscape.  


      
    Learn More ▸
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      Leadership Academy Breakfast Club! 


      
                
                                  11 Apr 2024
              

        
  
    County

              Dublin

          


            Every day we engage in different systems, educational, welfare, health... but what happens when you see something in a system that you would like to change? Well, that's what we are going to talk about at our next Breakfast Club and have we got speakers for you!


      
    Learn More ▸
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      How to Create High-Impact Communication Plans (Online Training)  


      
                
                                  17 Apr 2024
              

        
            Join us to learn the skills and knowledge required to create impactful and results-driven communications plans.


      
    Learn More ▸


      

                
          

    




  
    
          Leadership
      

    
      
      Compassion-based Leadership: How to Build Strong Relationships & Thriving Workplaces Using Mindfulness (Online Training)


      
                
                                  18 Apr 2024
              

        
            This 3-hour workshop will explore a mindfulness toolkit that will support participants in fostering connection , building an awareness toolkit, mindful listening skills and creating a supportive environment.


      
    Learn More ▸
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      Newsletters

    
      
      
              

  
    
            Sign up for The Wheel's range of regular newsletters for sector news, updates and opportunities.
Signup for a free user account on our website to manage your subscriptions.
Sign up now

Registered Charity Number: 20040963  
CHY Number: 13288
Company Number: 302282
© 2024 The Wheel


      
  




          

  
  


  
      Contact The Wheel

    
      
      
              

  
    
            48 Fleet Street
(entrance Parliament Row)
Dublin 2, D02 T883
Find us on a map

Please note: The Wheel does 
not operate a drop 
in service. We invite 
you to instead get in 
touch using the contact 
details below.
Tel: +353 (0) 1 454 8727
(Mon - Fri, 10 am - 1 pm & 2 pm - 4 pm) 
Email: info@wheel.ie 
or contact us here
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